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1918

That same year an article of the Columbus Jewish Chronicle claims that in Palestine 

there is enough room for six million Jews.

Columbus Jewish Chronicle - June 28, 1918, p.1

New York Times: '$1.000.000.000 Fund to rebuild Jewry; Six million Souls will need 

help to resume normal life when war is ended."

http://www.ohiomemory.org/cdm/compoundobject/collection/ojc/id/632/rec/204


New York Times - October 18, 1918 - Backup

Source: $1,000,000,000 Fund to Rebuild Jewry | New York Times - Backup

1919

A few after the end of the World War One the Zionist claim that an "Holocaust" of 

"six million Jews" was imminent in Europe and in a dishonest campaign to raise 

funds for jewish organitzations and also to distract the public attention from the 

Jewish origins of Communism and the Bolshevik atrocities in Russia.

The first "Holocaust" informed of the "Six million Jews". Nothing else than Zionist 

propaganda.

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9B0CE5DB1539E13ABC4052DFB6678383609EDE
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625181708/http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9B0CE5DB1539E13ABC4052DFB6678383609EDE
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9B0CE5DB1539E13ABC4052DFB6678383609EDE
http://archive.is/KWiIg




El Paso herald. (El Paso, Tex.) - April 7, 1919, page 8 - Backup

"The American Jewish Relief Committe is endeavoring to save from starvation six million 

Jews who are helpless victims of the German Terror."

San Antonio Express - Tuesday April 8, 1919, p.15 – Backup 1 – Backup 2

According to the San Antonio Express, "6 millions' of jews are starving in 1919, which 

provokes that the Jewish race is more nearby that never of the extinction.

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88084272/1919-04-07/ed-1/seq-8/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625184315/http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn88084272/1919-04-07/ed-1/seq-8.pdf
https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth430569/m1/15/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625184658/https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth430569/m1/15/
http://archive.is/hVrAO


San Antonio Express - Tuesday April 9, 1919 – Backup 1 – Backup 2

Nathan Straus published an article in the San Fransico Chronicle claming that 

"6.000.000 Jews" were in danger.

https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth430912/m1/12/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625184856/https://texashistory.unt.edu/ark:/67531/metapth430912/m1/12/
http://archive.is/VRi5w


San Francisco Chronicle - October 19, 1919 – Backup 1 – Backup 2

More and more jewish propaganda about persecution in the same year. Again 

"6.000.000 Jews" as victims, of course.

https://www.newspapers.com/newspage/27579289/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625193519/https://www.newspapers.com/newspage/27579289/
http://archive.is/fYfPc


New York Times - September 8, 1919 - Backup

Source: Ukranian Jews Aim to Stop Pogroms | New York Times - Backup

The Sun:

The sun. (New York [N.Y.]) - October 19, 1919, section 8, page 7, image 97 - Backup

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9B00E0DE153AE03ABC4053DFBF668382609EDE
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625194015/http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9B00E0DE153AE03ABC4053DFBF668382609EDE
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9B00E0DE153AE03ABC4053DFBF668382609EDE
http://archive.is/3qydM
http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83030431/1919-10-19/ed-1/seq-97/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625194918/http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83030431/1919-10-19/ed-1/seq-97.pdf


New York Times: "The war has brought a tragically incredible poverty, the hunger and 

the disease to about 6 millions of souls, or the half of the Jewish population on the 

earth."

New York Times - November 12, 1919 - Backup

Source: Tells Sad Plight of Jews | New York Times - Backup

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9E02E6DC1F3BEE3ABC4A52DFB7678382609EDE
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625194953/http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9E02E6DC1F3BEE3ABC4A52DFB7678382609EDE
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9E02E6DC1F3BEE3ABC4A52DFB7678382609EDE
http://archive.is/VVUo6


Lima News (Ohio) - December 24, 1919, p.3

The advertisement of a jewish fundraising campaign claims that: "Today 6.000.000 

Jews are facing the darkest days ever known in the long history of the race."



Tulsa Daily World – April 11, 1920, section B, page 14 - Backup

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85042345/1920-04-11/ed-1/seq-30/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625195727/http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn85042345/1920-04-11/ed-1/seq-30.pdf


New-York tribune. (New York [N.Y.]) - August 29, 1920, page 12 - Backup

"It's an old truth that whoever fights the Jew is the sufferer, ..."

"Six million Jews were made homeless..."

1921

Russian patriots gain area to Jewish Bolshevik murders, usurpers of their nation. In a 

vain attempt for to hide their participation in the brutal Bolshevik atrocities that were 

committed in Russia, the Jews dust off the myth of the "extermination of Six Millions" 

once again.

http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83030214/1920-08-29/ed-1/seq-12/
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625201256/http://chroniclingamerica.loc.gov/lccn/sn83030214/1920-08-29/ed-1/seq-12.pdf


New York Times - July 20, 1921 - Backup

Source: Begs America Save 6,000,000 in Russia | New York Times - Backup

1922

The Zionist leader, Nahum Sokolow, boasts about the globalist ambitions of the 

organized Jewry when, in a zionist conference in Carlsbad (California) claimed that:

"The League of Nations is a Jewish idea, and Jerusalem some day will become the 

capital of the world's peace."

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9900E3DB1731EF33A25753C2A9619C946095D6CF
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625201654/http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9900E3DB1731EF33A25753C2A9619C946095D6CF
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9900E3DB1731EF33A25753C2A9619C946095D6CF
http://archive.is/FqZpY
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nahum_Sokolow


New York Times – August 28, 1922 - Backup

Source: Says Jews of World Will Back League | New York Times - Backup

1932

The bolsheviks commit a deliberate genocide against the ukranians to end with the 

nationalist resistance against the Communism terror. Josef Stalin ordered to the 

sovietic secret police (NKVD), to orchestrate an artificial famine in Ukraine. The 

http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9B07E2DE1039EF3ABC4051DFBE668389639EDE
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625202200/http://query.nytimes.com/mem/archive-free/pdf?res=9B07E2DE1039EF3ABC4051DFBE668389639EDE
http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9B07E2DE1039EF3ABC4051DFBE668389639EDE
http://archive.is/Ylnp5


leaders of the secret police (Kaganovich, Beria, Yagoda, etc) implement without 

compassion the orders. Seven millions of ukranians perished in this real holocaust. 

Today we know it as "Holodomor".

1933

Adolf Hitler becomes chancellor of Germany in 1933. The Jews want his total 

destruction.

With the raise of Hitler to the power, he becomes the antithesis to the interests of 

the jewish bankers that prospers far away from usury (the loan of money with 

interests enslaving the countries with debts), Hitler immediatelly starts printing his 

own money supported by the work of the germans and controled by the state, breaking 

in this way the mortal control of the Jewry in Europe, that was headed by the 



Rothschild and Warburg families. Hitler also removed the Jews from any position in 

the government, media, education and banking, which they had been controlling 

until then.

The Rothschild are still complaining about it in their biography:

Source – Backup

The Rothschild in their own words:

http://www.rothschild.com/our_history/1914-1945/
http://archive.is/PfU1O
https://web.archive.org/web/20150929170202/https://www.rothschild.com/our_history/1914-1945/


http://www.rothschild.com/our_history/ - Backup

Because of this, the International Jewry declared the war to Germany in 1933. Jews 

from around the world launched a global economic boycott against german products, 

attempting to choke economically Germany until its death and defeat the new Hitler's 

government.

http://www.rothschild.com/our_history/
https://web.archive.org/web/20160310040629/http://www.rothschild.com/our_history/


Daily Express – March 24, 1933





Jews don't like when gentiles refuse their tyranny and control. Their motto is: '¡Be our 

slave or die.'

This act brings the generalized aversion to the Jews in Germany and increases the 

tension between the Jews and german gentiles. For this act, and for the well-known 

jewish support to Communism and participation in the bloodly Bolshevik Revolution, 

the Nationalsocialists declare the jews "enemies of the state" and they are finally sent to  

concentration camps during the Second World War. The same happened to the 

'american' japanese after Pearl Harbor. But, in difference of the Jews, the japaneses 

never launched an economic war against the United States, they were sent to american 

concentration camps only because their ethnic origin. 

Similar actions were done in other places troughout history during wartime 



1934

In 1934 an article from the Ohio Jewish Chronicle clamed that ¡10 millions! of jews that 

lived in Czar's Russia were literally starving and that the solution to this problem could 

be found in Palestine.



Ohio Jewish Chronicle – November 2, 1934, p.4

In 1898 Richard Gottheil talked about the "final solution of the Jewish question"

http://www.ohiomemory.org/cdm/compoundobject/collection/ojc/id/6411/rec/1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Richard_James_Horatio_Gottheil


Richard James Horatio Gottheil (1862-1936) was the son of a rabbi and president of the 

American Federation of Zionists.

He said that the assimilation of the jews can't be the "final solution of the Jewish 

question..."



Hopkinsville Kentuckian – September 4, 1913

The next book was published in 1942 in London, its author, I. Rennap was a marxist 

jew.

The year 1942 is when allegedly the "nazis" implemented the final solution of the jewish 

question, but in this book this same sentence is used in a totally different sense.

https://www.newspapers.com/image/68220503




Amazon.fr – Anti-Semitism and the Jewish Question / by I. Rennap, with an 

Introduction by William Gallacher, M. P. – I Rennap – Livres – Backup

1938

Jewish propagandists amplify the lie of the "Six million" as the World War II was closer.

https://www.amazon.fr/Anti-Semitism-Question-Introduction-William-Gallacher/dp/B006RNKX60
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625205230/https://www.amazon.fr/Anti-Semitism-Question-Introduction-William-Gallacher/dp/B006RNKX60


New York Times – January 9, 1938 - Backup

This article refers to "five or six million jews, uprooted by dictatorships" and requests 

for them to be established in "Holy Land" (Palestine).

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9E07E6DA1330E036A0575AC0A9679C946994D6CF&legacy=true
http://archive.is/9FPce


Turtle Mountain Star – October 6, 1938

1939

https://news.google.com/newspapers?nid=1859&dat=19381006&id=McRkAAAAIBAJ&sjid=loYNAAAAIBAJ&pg=2242,1179384&hl=es


Hitler in the funeral of the polish leader, the Marshall Josef Pilsudski in Berlin, 1935.

After the death of the Marshall Josef Pilsudski (a good friend of Hitler) Edward Rydz 

raised to the power, and he was who started the racial riots against the german 

population of Poland...

Edward Rydz was not exactly a "pacifist".

Edward Ryd-Smigly sent tanks and the polish fleet to the border with Lithuania and 

threatened with invading all the country if Lithuania didn't accept the ultimatum where 

renounced to any recognition over Vilnus, its old capital.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edward_Rydz-%C5%9Amig%C5%82y


Bowen Independent – March 31, 1938, p.1

Poland, under the british influence, rejects to accept any of Hitler's territorial 

requests. Hitler tried to recover the territory that was taken off Germany and gived to 

Poland at the ending of WWI, specially the german city of Danzig. Hitler also 

requested a freeway in the Danzig Corridor conecting Germany with East Prussia. 

Poland rejected all the 'reasonable' requests of Hitler.

Below you can see the new about 16 points of the peace offer with Poland:

https://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/202711586


Clic here to hear the original audio from the BBC about the peace offer.

The 1st of semptember from 1939, with Poland rejecting to negotiate in good faith 

about Danzig and atrocities being commited against the german population that was 

living in Polish territory, Germany finally invaded Poland. There was NO pretext of 

'false flag'. No fake event was required, Hitler never mentioned the so called 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/archive/ww2outbreak/7913.shtml


"Gleiwitz incident". He talked to the international community about the sad situation 

of the ethnic germans in Poland and they just ignored him.

The polish were being used by UK and France to drive Germany into a war.

Even the own Churchill admitted that he was a Zionist:

Said Churchill (while he still was British Prime Minister) to the Washington Press Club 

the 28th of juny from 1954.

Churchill was awarded with the Theodor Herzl Award, gived only to individuals that 

had given great services to the Zionism.

Wikipedia claims that the award was gived for first time in 2004!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gleiwitz_incident
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herzl_Award


The Canadian Jewish Chronicle - December 25, 1964, p.6

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=wqccAAAAIBAJ&sjid=smEEAAAAIBAJ&pg=1514,1977984&hl=es


The Canadian Jewish Chronicle - January 29, 1965. p.5

Without any doubt with enemies like Churchill, one can expect that he was never going 

to negotiate the peace, since this was never between his plans.

Anyone that knows where to search will be able to find without problems many 

samples of the peace offers realized by Germany.

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=xaccAAAAIBAJ&sjid=smEEAAAAIBAJ&dq=personally-my-heart-has-throbbed-with-zionism&pg=1348,2216424&hl=es


In semptember Poland is invaded from the West by Germany and from the East by the 

Soviet Union. UK and France immediately declared the war to Germany, allegedly 

because the invasion of Hitler. 

However Great Britain and France didn't declare the war to the Soviet Union, that 

also had invaded Poland and a few months later attacked Finland.

The reason why the Allies only found wrong that Germany invaded Poland, and 

not the USSR  is because it was under jewish rule, and it had been since 1917. 

After all, the real purpose of the WWII was to destroy Germany, not free Poland.

Meanwhile the jews still shouting about the "Six millions" defenseless jews in Europe, 

seven months before even had started.



The Evening Independent – February 22, 1939

A jewish newspaper, "The Jewish Criterion", predicts that predice que "the coming 

world war would be the annhilitation of the six million Jews in Eastern and 

Central Europe."

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=5t5PAAAAIBAJ&sjid=r1QDAAAAIBAJ&pg=3843,2407292&hl=es




Ohio Jewish Chronicle – May 17, 1940, p.1

1941

An 'american' Jew called Theodore Newman Kaufman makes a plan to exterminate all 

the Germans by sterilizing them. He published his terrible aspiration in a book called 

"Germany must perish". This jewish "Final Solution" for the germans is praised by the 

jewish owned media in the United States.

http://www.ohiomemory.org/cdm/compoundobject/collection/ojc/id/8073/rec/20


Source: The Canadian Jewish Chronicle – September 26, 1941 The Canadian Jewish 

Chronicle - Búsqueda en el archivo de Google Noticias

More information about the plan here: Mucho se habla del "Plan Kalergi" pero poco se 

habla de estos planes

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=rPJOAAAAIBAJ&sjid=gkwDAAAAIBAJ&dq=theodore-kaufman+germany+must+perish&pg=2325,5306430&hl=es
https://telegra.ph/Mucho-se-habla-del-Plan-Kalergi-pero-poco-se-habla-de-estos-planes-11-12


Ohio Jewish chronicle. (Columbus, Ohio) - October 9, 1942 p.5

Article from the Ottawa Citizen:

http://www.ohiomemory.org/cdm/compoundobject/collection/ojc/id/9348/rec/139


Ottawa Citizen - November 25, 1942

Electric Holocaust:

http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=E_wuAAAAIBAJ&sjid=9tsFAAAAIBAJ&dq=nazi%20soap%20jew&pg=6155%2C5033649


The Indian Express - December 20, 1942

St. Petersburg Times - December 20, 1942

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=Abw-AAAAIBAJ&sjid=JEwMAAAAIBAJ&pg=5095,1104798&hl=es
https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=JRVPAAAAIBAJ&sjid=hk0DAAAAIBAJ&pg=7097,6474709&hl=es


Saskatoon Star-Phoenix - December 21, 1942

The Canberra Times from Australia, informed in January 25, 1943 about the "Hitler's 

plan to exterminate six million Jews in occupied Europe."

https://news.google.com/newspapers?id=b4djAAAAIBAJ&sjid=v3kNAAAAIBAJ&pg=1119,4908778&hl=es


The Canberra Times - January 25, 1943, p.2

Article published in The Jewish Chronicle May 7, 1943:

The Jewish Chronicle – May 7, 1943

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/2618628/683416


In the same page The Jewish Chronicle mentioned that the germans claimed to have 

"discovered" (quotation marks of the original article) more common graves in the Katyn 

wood. The Jewish Chronicle called this "atrocity propaganda".



'Observation gallery in the gas chamber of Treblinka'



The Courier-Mail from Brisbane, Australia, reported in Juny 17, 1943 that the gas 

chamber of Treblinka had an observation gallery, where the scientists observed the 

executions.

The Courier-Mail - June 17, 1943

In May 12, 1944 the Ohio Jewish Chronicle claimed in an article that 2.400.000 jews 

were killed just in Poland.

http://trove.nla.gov.au/newspaper/article/42054685/2006312


Ohio Jewish Chronicle – May 5, 1944, p.1

The New York Times informed that the jewish lobby urged to the UK and EEUU 

governments to launch gas attacks against the germans.

http://www.ohiomemory.org/cdm/ref/collection/ojc/id/10331


New York Times – July 20, 1944 - Backup

http://query.nytimes.com/gst/abstract.html?res=9E01E3DC1131E03BBC4851DFB166838F659EDE
http://archive.is/mlE3q


The Palestine Post – Tuesday, November 28, 1944 - Backup

An other early report from the Black Book of Ilya Ehrenburg, claiming that 6 million 

jews had been killed by the nazis:

2 months before that Auschwitz was released. 5 months before that Germany 

surrendered.

http://www.jpress.org.il/olive/apa/nli/?href=PLS/1944/11/28&page=1&entityId=Ar00108#panel=document
https://web.archive.org/web/20170625214416/http://www.jpress.org.il/olive/apa/nli/get/pdf.ashx?pdf=mFfgeBxUqYGxrMnPFio//GM=


The Leader-Post - November 28, 1944

1945

In January, yet months before the end of the war, before any official recount from any 

group could have been done, the Zionists claimed that exactly "Six Million Jews" had 

died.

http://news.google.com/newspapers?id=GrxTAAAAIBAJ&sjid=dzgNAAAAIBAJ&dq=6000000%20jews&pg=1734%2C2390567


New York Times – January 8, 1945

Link: Taking down the o�cial version of the holocaust part 3

https://telegra.ph/Taking-down-the-official-version-of-the-Holocaust-part-3-03-04

